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ABSTRACT 

 

The study has examined the effect of variables such as food import, exchange rate, 

and per capita GDP on food price inflation using quarterly data from  2006-

2019.  The study employed Vector Error Correction Model and the adequacy of the 

model was concurrently tested. The results show in the short run period the 

coefficient of food import to have been positive but statistically insignificant, 

implying that food import has no immediate effect on food price inflation. On the 

other hand, the delayed time (long run) appeared to have a positive and significant 

effect on food price inflation, other variables being constant. The rising food prices 

are associated with dangers of imported inflation partially resulting from importing 

raw materials for the agro-industry processing. In the same vein, the exchange rate 

appears to have no immediate effect on food price inflation in the short run period, 

but it has significant negative effects in the long run on food price inflation. The 

result is partially explained by the periodic food export ban policy as exportation 

declines due to appreciation of exchange rate leading to downward pressure on food 

inflation.  The Per capita GDP shows no immediate effect on food price inflation, but 

does so in the long run.  The coefficient of per capita GDP was negative and had a 

significant effect on food price inflation. Meaning that in the long run a unit increase 

in Per capita GDP decreases food price in the country. This happens because per 

capita GDP may not be a good measure of growth of output because of income 

inequalities. Since all variables showed a long run (delayed time) effect on food price 

inflation  therefore, the government through relevant bodies should continue to 

review policies that foster reduction of food price inflation in the country within the 

framework of monetary  and non-monetary measures. 

 

Keyword: Food Import, Per capita GDP, Exchange Rate and Food Price Inflation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Problem 

The current facts from Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United 

Nations, show that more than 820 million people in the world with irregular access to 

food are hungry today, underscoring the immense challenge of achieving the Zero 

Hunger target by 2030(FAO, 2019). High food prices are a problem for many poor 

countries that have to import food for  their populations (FPI, 2019;FAO, 2019).  The 

irregular food access  is associated with high food prices in the primary and 

secondary markets(FAO, 2019) .  In the Eastern Africa it is estimated that more than 

17 million people face problem of food insecurity which among other factors is 

associated with the food price inflation (UNCTAD, 2017). In these situations, higher 

prices clearly hit hard, especially for poor families which lead to cut-down of the 

number of meals, buy cheaper and less nutritious food and spend less on social needs 

such as schooling and medicine (FAO, 2019).  

 

Factors responsible for the price increases are not only complex, but there are also 

varying views on their relative importance on how they cause prices to 

increase(Boon and  Edler, 2018). However, there is a growing consensus that a 

combination of demand and supply sided factors and policy decisions are the main 

driving forces(Boon and  Edler, 2018; Hochman, Rajagopal, Timilsina, and  

Zilberman, 2014). The supply-sided factors include lower levels of cereal stocks by 

world‘s major cereals producers, which leads to higher price volatility; reduction in 

productivity as a result of bad weather; and increasing petroleum prices, which affect 

food prices through transport cost and agricultural inputs such as fertilizer (Ojeleye, 

2017;McDonald, 2017 ;Clay, Keats and  Lanser, 2011). On the demand side, factors 

include increasing demand from the emerging biofuels market and changes in 

consumption patterns in large emerging economies such as China and India(Kalkuhl, 

von Braun, and  Torero, 2016; Mitchell, 2008). Policies such as export bans by key 

wheat and rice producers and the use of food grains to produce biofuels and financial 
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market (speculation) and trade policy responses have also compounded the 

problem(Kalkuhl, von Braun, and  Torero, 2016;Mitchell 2008). In Tanzania a study 

by O’Connell, Adam, Kwimbere, and  Mbowe (2017) to examine the inflationary 

trends in  found that supply-side factors, including yield variability and international 

price arbitrage, play a major role in determining domestic food and fuel inflation 

(which together account for almost 60 percent of the total CPI basket) while demand-

side factors amenable to policy intervention by the monetary authorities anchor core 

inflation. 

 

In the past decade among others, food items in Tanzania with corresponding inflation 

rates that have contributed to high food inflation rates includes rice, wheat flour, 

cassava flour, meat, fish, fruits, potatoes and sugar (Hossain and  Mujeri, 2020;Ha, 

Kose, and  Ohnsorge, 2019; Laryea and  Sumaila, 2001). Further evidence from 

National Bureau of Statistics (NBS, 2020) show that during the previous decade 

there has been persistent rise in general food prices. Statistics show that in 2005 the 

lowest food price inflation recorded was 4.7 percent reaching the highest double 

digits 25.6 percent in the third quarter of 2011 and reaching up to 26.87 percent in 

first quarter of 2012. The current statistics show that the share of inflation to Food 

and Non-Alcoholic Beverages and Food -combining food consumed at home and 

food consumed in restaurants accounts for 12.5 percent for the period ending 

February, 2020 (BOT, 2020; NBS, 2020). This is higher when compared to the 

general inflation which was 3.7 percent for the period ending February, 2020. 

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

High food inflation decreases the purchasing power, which results in the decrease in 

the real income of the consumer (Dessus et.al,. 2008). Tanzanian households appear  

to be sensitive and responsive to price changes of the commodities they consume, 

especially of staple foods to which they attach higher weights( Dubihlela and  

Sekhampu, 2014; Leyaro, Morrissey and Owens, 2009). 
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 The elasticity of demand for food item is less than one in Tanzania meaning that 

greater percentage change in food prices produces a relative less percentage change 

in quantity demand (Dubihlela and  Sekhampu, 2014). Many Tanzanians are still 

poor, and thus allocate a greater percentage share of their income to food items. 

Statistics from United Nations Development programme show that in 2019 the 

human development index(HDI) of Tanzania was 0.528 which is less than 0.550 

classified as low development with income growth between  6-15 percentage points 

less than the average(Conceição, 2019).  

 

However, different policies in response to increasing food prices have incorporated a 

sequence of immediate short-term measures such as Consumer-oriented policy 

response (food stock, price control), Producer-oriented policy (input and production 

subsidies) and trade-oriented policy responses (import or export bans, import tariffs), 

but still food price inflation exist(Nyange, Tschirley, Nassoro, and  Gaspar, 

2014;Wankel and  Insch, 2012;Sharma, Nyange,  Duteutre,  Morgan, 2005). Some 

studies in developing countries including Tanzania have investigated on how money 

supply and real output determine food price inflation (Adam et.al, 2013;Simler, 

2009; Reyes et.al, 2008; and Laryea, 2001). The author seeks to investigate apart 

from money supply and food export whether food import, exchange rate and per 

capita GDP  have effect on food price inflation in Tanzania in short run and long run. 

This partially follows increased food imports due to signed trade agreements based 

on regional blocks agreements i.e. East Africa Community(EAC)  and Southern 

Africa Development  Community(SADC) etc.  

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

1.3.1 General Objective 

The main objective of the study was to analyze the determinants of food price 

inflation in Tanzania in the period of 2006 to 2019. 
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1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives of the study were:  

(i.) To examine the effects of food import on food price inflation. 

(ii.) To analyze the effects of exchange rate on food price inflation. 

(iii.) To determine the effect of per Capita GDP on food price inflation 

 

1.4 Research Questions 

1.4.1 Main Research Question 

What are the determinants of food price inflation in Tanzania? 

 

1.4.2 Specific Research Questions 

(i.) What are the effects of food import on food price inflation? 

(ii.) What are the effects of exchange rate on food price inflation? 

(iii.) What are the effects of per Capita GDP on food price inflation? 

 

1.6  Significant of the Study 

The study has assessed determinants of food price inflation in Tanzania. Since Food 

is the main basic need in human consumption, the findings from the study will be 

helpful to policy makers in relation to food import, exchange rate and per capita GDP 

in-effort to reduce food inflation and increase the welfare of people. The study will 

also contribute the existing body of knowledge on the monetary and non-monetary 

determinants of food inflation and possible theoretical contribution to some 

determinants such per capita GDP which turned to have negative effect on inflation 

in the long-run period.    

 

1.7 Limitations of the Study 

The study used time series data on food price inflation, money supply (M2), per 

capital GDP, exchange rate, food export, and food import from BOT  and NBS. The 

limitation was working and comparing dataset from two   sources to ensure internal 

consistency. 
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1.8 Delimitations of the Study 

Data were validated in order to ensure internal consistent with other sources such as 

the World Bank is achieved. The Cronbach’s alpha test statistic was used to compute 

interitem correlation ( covariances)  of all pairs of variables and the coefficient.  The 

coefficient of the test(α) was 0.6956(about 70 percent) which is good for the internal 

consistent for the variables  from different sources.  Literature support that α level of 

at least 0.6 gives good indication that variables under study measure relatively the 

same thing (Bleda and Tobias, 2000). 

 

1.9 Scope of the Study 

The study has utilized secondary data related to food price inflation in the previous 

decade from 2006 to 2019. Data were organized into quarterly basis and time series 

analysis techniques were employed. The variables studies included Food Price 

Inflation (FPIt), Percapita GDP (RGDPt), Growth Rate of Money Supply (M2Gt), 

Exchange rate (EXCHt), Food Import (FIMPt)- as percentage of merchandise import 

and Food Export(FEXPt) as percentage of merchandise export.  

 

1.10 Organization of the Dissertation 

The dissertation is organized into six (6) chapters as per Mzumbe University 

guidelines for writing thesis or dissertation. Chapter one include introduction, 

chapter two with literature review,  chapter three has presented research 

methodology,  chapter four include presentation of findings,  chapter five include 

discussion of the findings   and chapter six presents summary, conclusions and policy 

implications.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents different literature reviews concern food price inflation. It 

includes theoretical literature review, definitions of the key terms, theories relevant 

for the study and the empirical literature review which studied in Tanzania and to the 

rest of the world.  

 

2.2 Theoretical Literature 

Keynesians suggest that changes in supply of money directly influence prices, that 

visible inflation is the results of pressures within the economy expressing themselves 

in prices. There are three major types of inflation theories that are known as the 

"triangle model" which are as follows; Demand-pull inflation theory states that, 

inflation accelerates when aggregate demand increases beyond the power of the 

economy to supply (its potential output). This may be easier to imagine, if supply is 

as the level of capacity. If capacity to produce is growing at 3 percent and the level 

of demand grows at the same rate or slows, then, it is not a problem (Gordon, 1975).. 

They can produce all they need. However, if the capacity grows at 3 percent, but 

demand grows faster, then there is a problem. In effect they have 'too much money 

chasing too few goods', and they cannot manage to produce all they need. Something 

has got to give, and it's prices that are forced up, therefore causing inflation. But also 

Demand inflation encourages economic growth since the excess demand and 

favorable market conditions will stimulate investment and expansion (Gordon, 

1975). 

 

Cost-push inflation theory, also called "supply shock inflation," is caused by a drop 

in aggregate supply. That is, when a cost of production such as wages, increases, 

firms put up prices to maintain profits. Cost increases may happen because wages 

have gone up or because raw material prices have increased or may be due to natural 

disasters.  
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It is important not to muddle cost-push with demand-pull inflation. Cost-push 

inflation happens when costs have risen independently of demand. For example, in 

Tanzania, a sudden decrease in the supply of oil, leading to increased oil prices, can 

cause cost-push inflation. Producers for whom oil is a part of their costs could then 

pass this on to consumers in the form of increased prices (Gordon, 1975). 

 

Built-in inflation theory states that, inflation is induced by adaptive expectations, in 

which in  economics, adaptive expectations is a hypothesized process by which 

people from their expectations about what will happen in the future based on what 

has happened in the past. For example, if inflation has been higher than expected in 

the past, people would revise expectations for the future. And this is often linked to 

the "price/wage spiral". It involves workers trying to keep their wages up with prices 

(above the rate of inflation), and firms passing these higher labor costs on to their 

customers as higher prices, leading to a 'vicious circle'. Built-in inflation reflects 

events in the past, and so might be seen as hangover inflation (Gordon, 1975). 

 

Structural inflation theory “structural” inflation arises due to unstable and slower 

growth rate of export in the economy which is inadequate to support the required 

growth rate of the economy. A uniform rate of growth of money wages throughout 

the economy must lead to permanent cost pressures in the service sector, which is 

assumed to have the lower productivity growth. Thus, structural inflation results 

from supply inelastic leading to rise in agricultural prices and costs. Thus, one 

important argument of the structuralism school is that, the roots of inflation can be 

found in bottlenecks of "inelastic supply" in the agricultural sector. 

 

According to Monetarists economists believes that, the most significant factor 

influencing inflation or deflation is how fast the money supply grows or shrinks. The 

monetarist economist “Milton Friedman” famously stated, "Inflation is always and 

everywhere a monetary phenomenon." 
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Monetarists assert that the empirical study of monetary history shows that inflation 

has always been a monetary phenomenon(Ramasamy, n.d.). According to the 

quantity theory of money, any change in the supply of money in economic system 

will change the price level. Friedman, (1959) argues that monetarism has several key 

tenets: control of the supply of money is the key to setting business expectations and 

fighting inflation's effects, market expectations about inflation influence forward 

interest rates, inflation always lags behind the effect of changes in production and 

fiscal policy adjustments do not have an immediate effect on the economy(Radcliffe, 

2019). Market forces are more efficient in making determinations (Friedman, 1959). 

 

Rational expectations theory is a view of macroeconomics that states that economic 

actors look rationally into the future and try and maximize their general sense of 

future states of well-being, and do not simply respond to the immediate opportunity 

cost and pressures of the present(Sheffrin, 1996). The idea is that rational 

expectations of the players in an economy will partially affect what happens to the 

economy in the future(Sheffrin, 1996). If producers believe that the price for its 

product will be higher in the future, it will stop or slow production until the price 

rises. Because the producers weaken supply while demand stays the same, price will 

increase. In sum, the producer believes that the price will rise in the future, makes a 

rational decision to slow production and this decision partially affect what happens in 

the future(Wikipedians, n.d.).  In this view, while generally grounded in monetarism, 

future expectations and strategies are important for inflation as well(Wikipedians, 

n.d.). 

 

Therefore, Monetarism is a macroeconomic theory borne of criticism of Keynesian 

economics(Beaud and  Dostaler, 2005). It was named for its focus on money's role in 

the economy. 

 

This differs significantly from Keynesian economics, which emphasizes the role that 

the government plays in the economy through expenditures, rather than the role of 

monetary policy. 
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To monetarists, the best thing for the economy is to keep an eye on the money supply 

and let the market take care of itself. In the end, the theory says, markets are more 

efficient at dealing with inflation and unemployment(Beaud and  Dostaler, 2005). 

 

According to theoretical review done above the most theories relevant that guide the 

study  are inflation expectation theories   and monetarist view theories. 

 

2.2.1 Definition of Key Terms 

Food price inflation (FPI)  

This is a persistence increase in the general price level of food in an economy over a 

period of time. The inflation rate is widely calculated or measured by calculating the 

movement or change in a price index, usually the Consumer Price Index (CPI) NBS, 

(2020). In Tanzania, New CPI the weight reflect the market value of goods produced 

for own consumption such as food produced and consumed at home. 

 

Per capita GDP (RGDP) 

Is a measure of the total output of a country that takes the gross domestic product 

(GDP) divided by population of the country, this includes the value of all final goods 

and services produced in the country during the reference period. Per capita GDP is 

an indicator of nation’s economic performance, as well as standard of living. 

Sometimes it is calculated by adding each other’s income in a particular period and 

sometimes calculated by adding the value of final goods in a nation. Thus, from other 

findings shows that, economic growth (increase in per capita GDP) is also 

contributing towards food price inflation that is per capita GDP has positive 

relationship with inflation. 

 

Money supply (M2) 

This is equivalent to narrow money (M1) plus time and savings deposits of the 

Tanzanian residents with deposit in money banks. Deposit money banks(DMB) are 

resident depository corporations and quasi-corporations which have any liabilities in 

the form of deposits payable on demand, transferable by cheque or otherwise usable 
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for making payment(OECD, 2001).  Where M1 consists of, currency in circulation 

outside banks and demand deposits of Tanzanian residents with deposit money 

banks. Positive  relationship between  money supply and food price inflation is  

expected 

 

Exchange rate (EXCH) 

This is the price at which one currency can be purchased with another currency, 

example; Tanzanian Shillings (TZS) per United States Dollar (USD). There is 

nominal exchange rate where it is the price at which actual transactions in foreign 

exchange markets occur(Adam, Kwimbere, Mbowe, and  O’Connell, 2016). There is 

positive relationship with food price inflation. 

 

Food exports (FEXP) 

This is the selling food products and by-products produced in the  country to other 

markets outside the country, which is shipping of food products out of the port of a 

country. It is measured in the value of the food exported in USD million in tons and 

expressed in percentages. Food exports are expected to have positive and significant 

on food consumer price inflation. 

 

Food import (FIMP) 

Refers to the way food products brought into home country from another country. 

That is, food import means the foods are required by home country(Granberg, 2002). 

The higher the value of imports entering a country, compared to the value of exports, 

the more negative that country's balance of trade becomes. Also as imports is 

measured in the value of the food imported in USD million in tons and expressed in 

percentages. According to other researchers, food import prices have positive effect 

on  inflation.  

 

Spurious Regression 

A spurious regression or nonsense regression phenomenon or false regression 

happens when the time-series variables are non stationary and independent(Giles, 
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2007). It happens that  non stationary time series is regressed and result to high R
2
 

value and one or more regression coefficients  being statistically significant on the 

basis of the usual and t and F tests with lower Durbin–Watson d statistic, however, 

there might  be  really no true relationship with variables(Gurarati, 2013).  

 

2.3 Empirical Literature 

According to Abdullah and  Kalim, (2017), agricultral value addition and imports 

have effects on inflation. They concluded this after they conducted a study  in  

Pakistan using time-series data from 1997 through 2017  to identify main 

determinants affecting food inflation by employing method of OLS (Ordinary Least 

Square). Specifically, they found the agricultural value addition being highly 

significant and negatively affecting the food inflation, while Food imports had most 

significant positive effect on food inflation. They also found supply of money in the 

country, and wheat support price to have significant effect on food inflation.  

 

In Malaysia  a study to investigate factors for  food price inflation using Nonlinear 

Autoregressive Distributive Lag (NARDL) technique was used to identify whether 

the relationship between the focused variables is linear and symmetric or not(Nadiah 

and  Mansur, 2019). The study finds that the variables to be cointegrated in the long 

run period. The variance decompositions analysis found that the exchange rate is the 

most exogenous variable (determined outside the model) and the government has no 

control over it since it is determined by the external factors such as, supply and 

demand for Malaysia. Further, NARDL found that the relationship between the food 

price and exchange rate to have relationship  the long run unlike short run period. 

 

The  study by (Ismaya and  Anugrah, 2018), investigated the determinants of food 

inflation in Indonesia using quarterly data (2008:Q1 to 2017:Q4) and a GMM 

estimator. The findings show that backward looking and forward-looking 

expectations have a strong impact on food inflation. Additionally, the determinants 

of general food price inflation, such as food production, agriculture sector output, 

infrastructure, food import, agriculture sector credit, demand level 
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(M1/consumption), and seasonal event (Eid Mubarak), were found to have been 

highly significant in determining food price inflation. Backward-looking and 

forward-looking expectations, domestic oil price, and level of demand also 

contributed to high food price, while factors relating to general food price inflation 

have reduced food price.  

 

Another study conducted by Fasanya and Olawepo ( 2018) to examine the 

determinants of food price volatility in Nigeria from January, 1997 to April, 2017( 

monthly data) using the multivariate GARCH approach in particular, the Baba-

Engle-Kraft-Kroner (BEKK) model and the Dynamic Conditional Correlation (DCC) 

as estimation models, found that  information shocks originating in Consumer Price 

Indices (CPI), lending rate, exchange rate and oil market have a direct effect on the 

current conditional volatility in  market food prices. 

 

Haji and Gelaw (2012), focuses on determinants food price inflation in Ethiopia, 

which had increased dramatically in recent years. Using monthly data from 1997 to 

2010, the study identified the long-run and short-run external and domestic factors 

causing Ethiopia’s food inflation using Johansen’s cointegration test and Vector 

Error Correction Model (VECM), respectively. The study results did not support 

government’s claim that Ethiopia’s inflation is a non-monetary phenomenon. On the 

contrary, monetary developments remain important and significant factor in 

explaining the high food inflation in Ethiopia. 

 

Moreover, the study found other important factors that explain Ethiopia’s soaring 

food inflation, including the general price level, world grain price index, domestic 

benzene price index, non-food price index, shocks in the goods and money markets, 

the continuous depreciation of Birr against dollar, and the degree of inflation inertia. 

Therefore, they recommended stabilization policies to dampen inflation expectations 

and a prudent fiscal policy as a means of avoiding sources of macroeconomic 

imbalance are quite apparent to reduce the rapidly rising food prices in the country. 
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Anam et al. (2014), conducted a study focusing on describing the impact on food 

price inflation in Pakistan due to food export, food import and population. The study 

is a quantitative research analysis based on l the data variables ranging from 1962 to 

2012, obtained from World Development Indicator (WDI). Multiple regressions are 

used to test the variables. There is significant and positive impact of food export, 

food import and population on food price inflation. From Correlation analysis there 

is positive and moderate correlation between food price inflation and food export, 

food import and population have positive but weak correlation with food price 

inflation. The results show that both supply and demand sides are responsible for 

creating Food price inflation. Research Gap shows that the sample size is 1972 to 

2008 according to Abdullah and Kalim (2009), but this study conducted the research 

for 50 years and also considered the effect of population on food price inflation. 

 

According to Johnson (2008) discovered that, the globally increase in demand for 

traded food products that is food export and food import is the crucial reason of 

increase in food prices. In addition, increasing interest of worldwide investors in 

holding products for future contracts has the result to the rise in food prices lately. 

 

Durevall et.al (2010), on their study which postulates the inflation dynamics and 

food prices in Ethiopia, found that during the global food crisis, Ethiopia experienced 

an unprecedented increase in inflation. Using monthly data over the past decade, the 

study estimated models of inflation to identify the importance of the factors 

contributing to CPI inflation and three of its major components: cereal prices, food 

prices, and non-food prices. 

 

 The main finding was that movements in international food and goods prices, 

measured in domestic currency, determined the long-run evolution of domestic prices 

(Durevall et.al,.2010). In the short run, agricultural supply shocks affected food 

inflation, causing large deviations from long-run price trends. Monetary policy seems 

to have accommodated price shocks, but money supply growth affected short-run 

non-food price inflation (Durevall et.al,.2010). 
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The results suggest that when analyzing inflation in economies of the developing 

countries with a large food share in consumer prices, world food prices and domestic 

agricultural production should be considered (Durevall et.al,.2010). Omitting these 

factors can lead to biased results and misguide policy interventions. 

 

A study done by Abdullah( 2008) to identify main determinants of food price 

inflation in Pakistan using the data from 1972 to 2008 and Johansen’s cointegration 

technique found that  there is  the long run relationships among food price inflation 

and its determinants such  money supply, per capita GDP and  food imports and food 

exports. All determinants were found to have positive and significant effect on food 

price inflation except money supply and per capita. 

 

Other authors studied inflation in general and food price inflation independently. 

They also recognized that inflation is co integrated with money supply (M2), import 

price and real GDP. Money supply (M2) and import prices have an effect on inflation 

positively while GDP has negative relation with inflation. According to their result, 

food inflation has also long run relationship with money supply, value added in 

agriculture and wheat hold up prices. Money supply and wheat support prices 

showed positive relation with food price inflation and agriculture output was 

negatively co integrated with food price inflation. (Khan and Qasim, 1996) 

 

A study done by Kornher & Kalkuhl( 2013) contributed  to the ongoing discussion 

on the drivers of food price volatility in developing countries and its determinants. 

Based on theoretical considerations, economical, agricultural, and political 

determinants of domestic price volatility are identified and discussed. A dynamic 

panel was estimated to account for country fixed effects and persistence of volatility. 

Two approaches were followed in order to consistently estimate the impact of time-

invariant variables. First, system GMM using levels instead of first differences and, 

second, a two-step IV estimation using the residuals from the system GMM 

estimation. Findings suggested that stocks, production, international price volatility, 

and governance significantly affect domestic price variability. 
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Furthermore, improved functionality of markets and reduced transaction costs can 

stabilise prices. With respect to agricultural policies, public stockholding seems to be 

associated with less volatility, whereas trade restrictions do not enhance price 

stabilisation. Lastly, landlocked countries experience less variability in grain prices, 

while African countries have more volatile prices than countries on other continents.  

 

2.3.1 Studies in Tanzania 

Laryea and Sumaila (2001), according to their paper which examine the major 

determinants of inflation in Tanzania, they used the model which incorporate both 

the demand and cost-push or structural elements of price movements. It is based on 

quarterly data which simultaneously explores the importance of time lags of key 

variables such as the money supply and real output. The study was evolution of 

inflation in Tanzania between 1992 and 1998. The demand for real money balances 

is also assumed to depend on real income and inflationary expectations. Typically, 

the money demand function should also include interest rates as an opportunity cost 

variable. 

 

Thus the expected rate of inflation can be used as a proxy to capture the opportunity 

cost of holding money. Hence economic theory predicts a positive relationship 

between money demand and real income, and an inverse relationship between money 

demand the expected rate of inflation. 

 

Leyaro et al. (2009), according to their paper which seek to analyses the effect of 

food price changes on household consumption in Tanzania during the 1990s and 

2000s. They also simulates the welfare effect attributable to tax such as tariffs and 

Value Added Tax reforms, distinguishing both static and dynamic which is full price  

effects of price changes. The three rounds of the Tanzania Household Budget Survey 

1991 to 1992, 2000 to 2001 and 2007 are used to estimate consumers’ responses. 

Using Deaton’s method, based on median unit values (prices) and household budget 

shares, the results indicate that, in real terms, price increases have worsened the 

welfare of most consumers during the 1990 and 2000 the poor, in particular the rural 
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poor, bore much of the brunt compared to the non-poor in particular the urban non-

poor. The welfare losses in the 2000s were greater than those in the 1990s. 

 

A study by Rutasitara, (2004) to  examines the influence of the major determinants of 

inflation with a particular focus on the role of exchange rate policy changes. The 

study found that the gradual change in policy orientation from “controls” to “market” 

in Tanzania is associated with a change from a highly controlled exchange rate (until 

1985) to a more liberalized regime from 1986 to the present (2002). The parallel 

exchange rate dominated price changes from the late 1970s to 1985; the parallel 

premium tapered off gradually from 1986, almost disappearing by 1992. The 

problem of inflation cuts across both regimes despite improvements in the past four 

to five years. The model estimations using quarterly data for 1967–1995 showed that 

the parallel rate had a stronger influence on inflation up until the early 1990s 

compared with the official rate. Continued macroeconomic (tighter monetary and 

fiscal), trade and exchange rate reforms, and slow but steady improvements in the 

growth rates of GDP, may explain the recent (1993–2002) fall in inflation and a more 

“stable” market for foreign exchange in the inter-bank foreign exchange market 

(IFEM) arrangement. The charged debates of the 1980s about devaluation are no 

longer fashionable, but the exchange rate remains potentially sensitive to exogenous 

shocks and certainly any policy reversal or similar lapse 

 

On the other hand a study conducted by  Mbongo, Mutasa, & Msigwa,(2014) to  

examines the effects of money supply on inflation in Tanzania using  secondary data 

extracted from two sources, namely; the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) and 

Central Bank of Tanzania (BoT), where all variables employed in the analysis are 

extracted. The study applied OLS, VAR and ECM technique to examine the effect of 

selected variables on inflation in Tanzania. OLS and ECM results showed that 

money supply and exchange rate have significant impact on inflation in the short and 

long run. Further, VAR findings indicate that the current inflation can be influenced 

by the past state inflation. The study recommended that, the government of Tanzania 

should impose tight monetary policies and expand the proportion of money in the 
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economy from informal to formal transaction. The successful implementation of the 

suggested indicators to evaluate the inflation in the country will help to cure the 

instability of inflation, in turn will direct the economy of the country to preferable 

level. 

 

In the study done by Kasidi & Mwakanemela (2016)  to  examine impact of inflation 

on economic growth in Tanzania using time series data for the period 1990 -2011 by 

applying  Correlation coefficient and co-integration technique. Results suggest that 

inflation has a negative impact on economic growth. The study also revealed that 

there was no cointegration between inflation and economic growth during the period 

of study. No long-run relationship between inflation and economic growth in 

Tanzania. The review of this study helped in evaluating the analysis techniques for 

the study on the determinants of food price inflation in Tanzania.   

 

The study which intended to examine the factors influencing price inflation in the 

economy of Tanzania was carried out at the Bank of Tanzania (BOT) and Ministry of 

Finance and Economic Affairs (MOFEA) in Tanzania  (Mzava, 2013).  

 

The study was conducted with the following objectives: To establish internal factors 

which influence inflation in Tanzania, establish external factors which influence 

inflation and finally suggest probable measures to curb inflation in Tanzania’s 

economy. However after a thorough scrutiny the following factors were established 

as influencing price inflation in Tanzania these included rising fuel costs, rising 

energy prices, rising food prices and depreciation of the Tanzanian shilling. Data 

were collected through Questionnaires, Interviews and Documentary Review. 

Questionnaires were open-ended questions, which allowed individuals to express 

their views concerning the causes of inflation in Tanzania’s economy. From findings,  

a researcher has concluded that the Bank of Tanzania in collaboration with Ministry 

of Finance and Economic Affairs have a lot to do in order to make sure there is low 

inflation rate in Tanzania in order to reduce price increase for goods and services in 

Tanzania at household level. 
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This study recommended that it is necessary to identify the main causes of inflation 

in Tanzania and use proper measures to curb it. This study helped to understand the 

type of design used which is cross section unlike others scholars who used time 

series in related studies.   

 

A study done by Ndanshau  (2009) sake to establish the relative importance of 

money and other factors in explaining inflation in Tanzania. The analysis was based 

on quarterly data for the 1967 – 2005 period. Both long run regression results failed 

to establish existence of positive one-to-one correspondence between growth rates of 

three monetary aggregates (M1, M2, M0) and (headline) inflation in Tanzania. The 

lack of the one-to-one correspondence as predicted by the Quantity Theory of money 

also emerged from estimated dynamic autoregressive distributed lag (ADL) error 

correction model (ECM). Instead, other factors, particularly growth in real income, 

were found to exert the expected depressive influence on inflation. This finding 

underscores the importance of the demand for money in explaining inflation. Other 

important structural factors found to influence inflation in Tanzania include nominal 

exchange rate and inflation inertia. In aggregate the long run influence of changes in 

money was found to be very small if compared to that exerted by structural factors. 

This suggests limitations to monetary policy and importance of structural factor in 

explaining the dynamics of inflation in Tanzania. The study recommended that, on 

account of theoretical controversies and innovations that have characterized inflation 

theory to-date coupled with methodological issues of interest, more research on 

inflationary process in Tanzania is called for to anchor or better the results of this 

paper. 

 

Another study examined the short run and long run causal relationship between 

inflation, investment and economic growth in Tanzania.  In  the  main,  the  study  

incorporates  investment  in  a  bivariate setting  between  inflation  and  economic  

growth hence,  creating  a  trivariate  model(Odhiambo, 2012). The  study attempts  

to  answer  one  critical  question:  Does  inflation  have  any  significant  influence  

on economic  growth  and  investment  in  Tanzania? 
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Using the ARDL bounds testing approach, the study finds a unidirectional causal 

flow from inflation to economic growth without any feedback response.  The study 

also finds that investment in Tanzania unambiguously causes economic growth. The 

results apply irrespective of whether the causality is estimated in the long run or in 

the short run. This study helped to determine the proper methodology for the study to 

examine the determinants of food price inflation in Tanzania.   

 

O’Connell, Adam, Kwimbere, and  Mbowe, (2017) developed an empirical 

representation of inflation in Tanzania for the decade from 2001, estimating 

‘multiple-determinant’ single-equation models for headline inflation and its major 

components (food, energy and core inflation). The  results suggest that while supply-

side factors, including yield variability and international price arbitrage, play a major 

role in determining domestic food and fuel inflation (which together account for 

almost 60 percent of the total CPI basket), demand-side factors amenable to policy 

intervention by the monetary authorities anchor core inflation. 

 

2.4 Conceptual Framework 

The study follows the co-integration framework for the determinants of food price 

inflation in order to answer research questions that intent to know what are the 

effects of food import, exchange rate and per Capita GPD on food price inflation in 

Tanzania. Related conceptual framework was used before (Bashir, Yasin, Khursheed, 

Khan, and  Qureshi, 2011) in Pakistan to assess determinants of inflation using time 

series data from 1972 to 2010 and by Haji and Gelaw (2012) who conducted the 

study to  evaluate determinants of food price inflation in Ethiopia . 
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Figure 2.1:  Conceptual Framework of Food Price Inflation 

 
Source: Adopted and modified from Haji and Gelaw (2012) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The chapter describes the methodological framework which was used to analyze the 

determinants of food price inflation in Tanzania in the period of 2006 to 2019, in 

quarterly bases. It consists of research design, data collection approaches, and data 

analysis and estimation procedures. 

 

3.2 Area of Study 

The study was conducted in Tanzania. The selection of Tanzania was based on the 

fact by the United Nations Development programme report of 2019 that many 

Tanzanians are still poor, and thus allocate a greater percentage share of their income 

to food items. 
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Figure 3.2:  Tanzania Map 

Source: QGIS 

 

3.3 Research Design 

A research design is the plan in which data are expected to be collected and analysed 

in order to achieve the desired information (Kothari ,2004)  The study employed 

secondary data that is, time series design using quarterly time series data on food 

price inflation, money supply (M2), per capital GDP, exchange rate, food export, and 

food import from 2006 to 2019 for Tanzania.  

 

3.4 Data Collection Approaches  

Quarterly data on Food Price Inflation(FPIt), Percapita GDP(RGDPt), Growth Rate 

of Money Supply (M2Gt), Exchange rate(EXCHt), Food Import(FIMPt)- as 

percentage of merchandise import and Food Export(FEXPt) as percentage of 
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merchandise export were  collected  from National Bureau of Statistic(NBS) and 

Bank of Tanzania(BOT). Data were also consistently checked with other reputable 

sources of official statistics such as World Bank(WB), International Monetary 

Fund(IMF), Tanzania Trade Development Authoriuty(TTDA) as validation process.  

 

3.5 Data Analysis and Estimation Procedures 

Data were summarized, coded and processed by using STATA. The Statistical 

analyses were done in two phases, namely descriptive analysis which included mean, 

median, mean deviation, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, skewness and 

kurtosis of variables for the purpose of knowing the dispersion of each data from the 

mean and the nature of data before moving to the next step of time series analysis. 

 

The time series analysis estimation techniques involved Unit root test for 

Stationarity, lag length selection, diagnostic tests (serial correlation and normality 

test), co-integration test (Maximum Eigen value Test and Trace Test ) model 

specification and granger causality test.  

 

3.5.1 Test for Stationarity (Unit Root Test) 

Data were checked for stationarity to know the order of integration so as to help in 

the selection of appropriate model according to the order of integration. To perform 

this test Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) was used to test stationarity of the variable 

because it is more powerful than Dickey–Fuller test (DF) for stationarity. 

 

According to Gujarati (2004), if data is analysed without checking their stationarity 

properties, the results derived might  produce spurious results. A stationary time 

series is the one whose statistical properties such as mean, variance, autocorrelation, 

etc, are all constant over time. Upon testing for stationarity in data, the ADF unit root  

used the following equation: 

……………………………..Equation 1 
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Where  is a pure white noise error term, m is a maximum number of lags and 

 etc…………………………..Equation 2 

 

The null hypothesis for this test is that a variable is not stationary meaning has a unit 

root against the alternative hypothesis that a variable is stationary meaning has no 

unit root. If  data are not stationary the researcher  must difference the data to make 

them stationary for the appropriate model or use different data. 

 

Differencing helps to  stabilise the mean of a time series by removing changes in the 

level of a time series, and therefore eliminating (or reducing) trend and seasonality 

(Kwiatkowski, et.al.,1992). 

 

3.5.2 Lag Length Selection 

Lag length selection is very important during the process of analysis of time series 

data for formulation of the model in order to avoid spurious regression and is correct 

in suggesting the lag. The lag should is chosen on the basis of some statistical 

criteria. The lag selection criteria are Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian 

information criterion (BIC), Hannan Quin (HQ), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Bias Proportion (BP). The Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC) is powerful criteria to consider in the study compared to other 

standards criteria in the selection of lag. This is because AIC is significant in the 

sample size of not more than 60 observations (Khim, 2004). 

 

That is, the lower AIC value was used to detect the suitable lag to be used in the 

model(Akbar and  Jabbar, 2017).  

 

3.5.3 Cointegration Test 

This study used Co-integration test to test whether there is short or long run 

equilibrium. 
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Cointegration method has become a popular tool in econometrics analysis, especially 

in analysing time series data. This test is used to test whether there is a long run or 

short run equilibrium relationship existing among variables (Sjö, 2008; Hubana, 

2013). The Johansen co-integration test was used because it performs better in 

multivariate model and even better when the sample is large. Johansen test is a test 

for co-integration that allows for more than one co-integration relationship of the 

variables. The test involves hypotheses, which are null hypothesis and alternative 

hypothesis.  

 

Null hypothesis for Johansen test means that there is co-integration and for the 

alternative hypothesis means that there is no co integration. Johansen test of co-

integration is divided into two main tests which are maximum eigenvalue test and 

trace test.  

 

3.5.3.1 Maximum Eigenvalue Test 

The maximum eigenvalue test is the test that is dealing with improving the power of 

the test by limiting the alternative to a co-integrating rank just one more under the 

null hypothesis. According to Tabak, 2002, the eigen value tests null hypothesis (r) 

against the alternative hypothesis  (r+ 1)The maximum eigenvalue test is   max  -

Tln(1- i). 

If the test statistics are bigger than critical value null hypothesis of exactly r , 

cointegrating vector must be rejected. 

 

3.5.3.2 Trace Test 

The trace test is a test for investigating whether the rank of the matrix π is rO. The test 

hypothesis for null states that rank ( π ) = rO  and for alternative hypothesis states that 

ro<rank(π) ≤n, where  n is the maximum number that is expected to be a co-

integration vector (Hubana, 2013). The following are the models for trace statistics 

that will be used to detect the number of co-integration vector in the variable. 
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 …………………………………………Equation 3 

Where, 

T    stands for number of sample size, λi is the ith largest canonical correlation, λ trace 

is a set of the null r co-integrating rank against the alternative of n co-integrating 

rank.  

 

The critical value for both tests is resulting from a trace and maximum eigenvalue of 

the stochastic matrix and the presence of number of co-integration mean that there is 

a granger causality existing in at least one direction among the variables of the 

system 

 

3.5.4 Model Specification 

After co-integration test, the output specifies the kind of model to use in the study; 

either Vector Autoregressive Model (VAR) or Vector Error Correction model 

(VECM). The VAR model is appropriate when variables are stationary at level and 

there is cointegration which means that there is existence of a short run equilibrium 

relationship and the VECM model is sufficient when there is co-integration and the 

variable are stationary at first difference which implies that there is existence of a 

long run equilibrium relationship. The study adopts Haji and Gelaw (2012) VECM 

methodology that was used to evaluate determinants of food price inflation in 

Ethiopia and Khan and Schimmelfennig (2006) in Pakistani with additional variables 

for this study because series were stationary at first difference.   

 

The model  is presented in the following general function form: 

FPIt=f(RGDPt, M2GtEXCHt,FIMPt,FEXPt) ……………………………….Equation 4 

From the general function form the following specific model is constructed:  

FPIt=α0+α1RGDPt+α2M2Gt+α3EXCHt+α4FIMPt,+α5FEXPt+ɛt…………Equation 5 

Where 0
 is intercept and ,54321 ,,,,  are the coefficients of RGDPt , M2Gt, 

EXCHt, FIMPt , FEXPt   respectively. ɛt is identically and independently distributed 

error term and t time.  
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Description of variables 

 FPIt- Food Price Inflation expressed as percentage change 

RGDPt- Percapita GDP expressed as percentage change  

 M2Gt- Growth Rate of Money Supply 

 EXCHt- Exchange rate  

Food Import (FIMPt)-  expressed  as percentage of merchandise import and  

Food Export (FEXPt)-  expressed  as  percentage of merchandise export 

 

3.5.5 Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) 

Vector error correction model (VECM) was used because the variables were co-

integrated at first difference. Occurrence of co-integration in the variables implies 

that there is the long run equilibrium relationship between variables, so VECM was 

employed in the analysis. In VECM, the co-integration rank shows the number of co-

integration vector. A negative error correction term and significant coefficient 

indicate that the model has a long run causality running from explanatory variable to 

the dependent variable (Bakari, 2016) 

 

The regression equation form of VECM is as follows; 

 
 

Where, 

p represents maximum number of lag , β0 represent intercept  and B1t represent 

coefficient of error correction term of the VECM. ɛ represent error correction term. 

The results of the test are presented in chapter four(presentation of findings) Table 

4.5( short run effects) and Table  4.6( long run effects) 
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3.5.6 Granger Causality Test 

Granger causality is used to examine the causal relationship between variables. This 

means that, if the value of independent variables granger causes the value of 

dependent variable, then the value of the independent variables’ past should 

significantly help predict the value of the dependent variable’s future. Also, the test 

determines the causal relationship in the reverse direction. The method includes the 

following regression models (Detto, 2013). 

 

Where, 

 FPI-Food Price Inflation  expressed as percentage change,RGDP- Percapita GDP 

expressed as percentage change , M2G Growth Rate of Money Supply, EXCH- 

Exchange rate, FIMP- Food Import- expressed  as percentage of merchandise import 

and FEXP-Food Export  expressed  as  percentage of merchandise export is error 

term and βtTj represents coefficient of independent variables to FPI.  

 

3.5.7 Diagnostic Tests for the Model 

In order to determine the quality of the model and to ensure the robustness of 

estimate. The study applied several diagnostic tests for time series analysis which 

included serial correlation (autocorrelation), normality test and model stability test. 

 

3.5.7.1 Serial Correlation 

The test checks if the residuals are correlated or not. The purpose is to validate the 

efficiency of the model. Normality distributed disturbance test, at 5percent level of 

significance and two (2) lags, was used in the test to make decision of the null 

hypothesis which says that “there is no serial correlation” against alternative 

hypothesis, which says that “there is serial correlation”. 
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3.5.7.2 Normality Test 

The purpose of the test is to validate the VECM model of the study. Jarque-Bera test 

was used to check for normality to see if residuals were normally distributed.   The 

null hypothesis of the test which states that residuals are normally distributed was 

used against the alternative hypothesis which says that residuals are not normally 

distributed.  

 

3.5.7.3 Model Stability 

The stability of the model was investigated by VECM estimates using Table of 

modulus so as to identify a unit which is greater than one. If the unit of modulus 

corresponding with eigenvalue is not more than one then the model is stable and 

when the unit of modulus is more than one then the model is not stable to estimate 

the effect of food import, exchange rate and percapita GDP on food price inflation. 

The results of the test are presented in chapter four(presentation of findings) Table 

4.10 

 

3.5.8 Summary 

This chapter has presented the methodology employed to answer the specific 

objectives of the study. The VECM model has been clarified and used to estimate the 

effects of food import, exchange rate  and per Capita GPD on food price inflation.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINDS  

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter only presents the findings of the study. The chapter begins by 

presenting the descriptive statistics of variables. Then Stationarity test results, lag 

length selection, co-integration test whose results led for the identification of the 

model used in order to determine the existence of the short run and long run effects 

food import, exchange rate and percapita GDP on Food Price Inflation.  The 

discussions of findings are presented in the chapter five. 

 

4.2 Descriptive Statistics 

Before conducting further data analysis, it was very important to know the properties 

of variable by generating summary statistics to observe how the variables behave. 

The summary statistics in table 4.1 show that, average of food price inflation  is 9.8 

percent , the average per capita GDP  is 6.7 percent ,the average  growth rate of 

money supply  is 16 percent ,the average exchange rate  is  2.085( 2085), the average 

of food import expressed as  percentage of merchandise import  is 22.4 and  average 

food export expressed as percentage of merchandise export  is about   4.6. The 

averages of growth rate of money supply and food import are higher when compared 

to exchange rate, per capita GDP and food price inflation 

 

On the other hand, food price inflation, exchange rate and food import have values of 

skewness greater than 1. The kurtosis values of the distribution indicate that food 

price inflation, per capita GDP, exchange rate and food import are greater than 3 on 

the other hand  food price inflation, per capita GDP and growth rate of money supply  

have coefficient  of variation(CV)  less than 1 while  exchange rate, food import and 

food export have CV greater than 1. As the rule of thumb CV greater or equal to 1 

indicates a relatively high variation, while a CV less than 1 can be considered low 

(Pillai, 2008). The mean was chosen rather than median because of absence of 

potential outlier from skewness analysis. 
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Theories also suggest that when skewness is zero or around zero implies distribution 

is symmetrical about mean but when the value of skewness is less than zero and 

greater than zero the it implies the distribution is skewed to left and right, 

respectively (Pillai, 2008, Russell and Cohn, 2012). On the other hand kurtosis value 

of greater than 3 it implies the distribution have high peak( leptokurtic) , the value of 

3 or around 3 means the distribution is normal while the negative value of kurtosis 

implies that the distribution flatted-curve (Aczel, 1999) 

 

Table 4.1:  Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Ob Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Skewness Kurtosis CV 

FPI 56 9.807143 5.822241 0.5 26.8 1.092629 4.057056 0.593674 

RGDP 56 6.705357 0.986531 2.9 9.7 -0.5193447 7.04426 0.147126 

M2G 56 16.04464 7.341437 3.8 33.6 0.4710496 2.526394 0.457563 

EXCH 56 2.084643 2.482346 -0.33 10.52 1.561842 5.052648 1.190778 

FIMP 56 22.35429 44.27638 -44.1 170.5 1.183197 4.453822 1.980666 

FEXP 56 4.575 23.47882 -39.1 49.5 0.2165196 2.196313 5.131983 

Source: STATA 13 Output 

 

4.3 Unit Root Test for Stationarity 

Table 4.2 summarizes the results of the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test.  The 

test statistic was used to test the null hypothesis that the data are not stationary (has 

unit root) against the alternative hypothesis that the data are stationary (has no unit 

root). From the results Table 4.2, per capita GDP, exchange rate and food import 

proved to be stationary at level I (0) without doing any differencing. This is because 

the ADF test statistic (absolute value) shows to be greater than the critical value 

(absolute value) proving to be significant to reject the null hypothesis and accepting 

the alternative hypothesis that the variables are stationary. Food price inflation and 

growth rate of money supply were found non-stationary at level I (0). This is because 

the test statistic was less than the critical value hence failed to reject the null 

hypothesis that the variables are not stationary (there is a unit root problem). The 

variables were then differenced (first difference).  At this level, the test statistic gave 

evidence to reject the null hypothesis since the test statistics (absolute values) were 
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greater than the critical value (absolute value), hence stationarity assumption was 

met meaning that series have constant mean and variance over time. 

 

Table 4.2:  Unit Root Test for Stationarity 

Variable Description At level, I(0) At level 1,I(1) 

Test 

statistic 

Prob. Remark Test 

statistic 

Prob. Remark 

FPI ADF Test -1.835 0.3630 not stationary -3.653 0.0048 stationary 

 5percent level -2.926   -2.928   

        

RGDP ADF Test -6.044 0.0000 stationary -5.018 0.0000 stationary 

 5percent level -2.926   -2.927   

        

M2G ADF Test -2.096 0.2462 not stationary -3.559 0.0066 stationary 

 5percent level -2.926   -2.978   

        

EXCH ADF Test -4.754 0.0001 stationary -4.024   

 5percent level -2.926   -2.927 0.0013 stationary 

        

FIMP ADF Test -6.316 0.0000 stationary -4.936   

 5percent level -2.926   -2.927 0.0000 stationary 

        

FEXP ADF Test -5.906 0.0000 stationary -4.714 0.0001 stationary 

 5percent level -2.926   -2.927   

Source: STATA 13 Output 

 

4.4 Lag Length Selection 

Before starting the analysis of the time series data, the selection of lag length in the 

model is important. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used  because  is 

significant in the sample size of not more than 60 observations (Khim, 2004). This 

study had 56 observations. 

 

Table 4.3 indicated the most appropriate lag length that would minimize the value of 

the respective information criteria. Therefore, the maximum number of lag is 1 as 

determined by significant level of the AIC, even though other criteria which are not 
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worthy to be used in the sample which is less than 60 such as Final Prediction Error 

(FPE) and the Hannan-Quinn information criterion (HQC) accept 1 lag to be used in 

the analysis of data. Hence 1 lag was optimal to be used in johansen co-integration 

test and vector error correction model (VECM) or vector autoregressive model 

(VAR), which are the system equation models. In determination of lag to be used in 

the model, AIC was used with AIC value of 37.2033 as indicated in the Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3: Lag Length Selection 

Lag LL LR df p FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -1068.05    7.60E+09 39.7797 39.8649 40.0007 

1 -962.489 211.13* 36 0.000 5.8e+08* 37.2033* 37.7999* 38.7503* 

2 -942.658 39.662 36 0.310 1.10E+09 37.8021 38.9101 40.6751 

Endogenous: FPI RGDP M2G EXCH FIMP FEXP 

Exogenous: _cons 

Source: STATA 13 Output 

 

4.5 Cointergration test 

The cointegration test is based on Johansen method for determining the existence or 

non-existence of cointegration equation. This method includes eigenvalue, trace 

statistics method and maximum statistics method with 5 percent level of significant. 

Also, the method used two maximum lag lengths during the determination of the 

existence of co integrating vector. 

 

Table 4.4 in the first column named by maximum rank represents the co integration 

equation. At maximum rank of 0, the null hypothesis states that there no co 

integration equations while the alternative hypothesis meaning that there is 

cointegration equation. The maximum rank of 1 of the null hypothesis indicates that 

there is one or fewer co integration equations while the alternative hypothesis states 

that there is no one or fewer co integration equations and this will be the same for the 

proceeding maximum rank of 2 and 6. The decision rule is made when the trace 

statistics are less than the selected 5 percent critical value. In this case, the null 

hypothesis is selected; otherwise the alternative hypothesis will be selected.  
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It is confirmed that at maximum rank of 0 the trace statistic of value 128.3 is greater 

than 5 percent critical value which is 94.15. At rank of (4) the trace statistics of 

13.3953 and maximum statistics of 9.2863 are less than 5 percent critical value,  

 

Table 4.4: Cointegration Test 

Maximum 

rank 

Parms LL Eigenvalue Trace 

statistics 

5% critical 

value 

Max statistics 5% critical 

value 

0 42 -1006.8076  128.3000 94.15 37.0409 39.37 

1 53 -988.2872 0.49639 91.2590 68.52 35.3305 33.46 

2 62 -970.6219 0.48018 55.9285 47.21 22.6317 27.07 

3 69 -959.3061 0.34236 33.2968 29.68 19.9015 20.97 

4 74 -949.3553 0.30826 13.3953* 15.41 9.2863 14.07 

5 77 -944.7121 0.15799 4.1090 3.76 4.109 3.76 

6 78 -942.6576 0.07327     

Source: STATA 13 Output 

Note: *indicates rank of cointegration equation at 5 percent 

 

4.6 Vector Error Correction Model 

The VECM results from Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 shows short run and long run 

effects of Percapita GDP, Money supply, Exchange rate, food import and food export 

on food price inflation. In short run all variables were having no effect on food price 

inflation because their corresponding p-values were greater than 0.05. However  long 

run money supply and food import show positive and significant effect  on food price 

inflation unlike percapita GDP, exchange rate and food export which showed 

negative and significant effect on food price inflation. Results in Table 4.5 reveals 

that the coefficient of error correction terms in the first co integration equation 

(0.0008967) was positive and insignificant at 5 percent level, meaning that the 

variables diverge by the speed of 0.09 percent towards the long run equilibrium. 

Percapita GDP expressed as percentage change, Growth Rate of Money Supply, 

Exchange rate, Food Import-expressed  as percentage of merchandise import and  

Food Export- expressed  as  percentage of merchandise export, were not significant 
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at 1percent, 5percent and 10percent levels of significance, because their probability 

values are greater than 1percent, 5percent and 10percent levels of significance. 

 

The co integration equation as normalized by the food price inflation  is reported in 

Table 4.6 and it shows the long run estimates for the per capita GDP,money supply,  

exchange rate, food import and food export. The signs of the coefficients on the 

cointegration equation after normalizing are reversed because of the normalization 

process ( Maggioraand  Skerman,2009). 

 

Table 4.5:  Short Run Effect 

D_FPI Coef. Std. Err. z p>|Z| [95% conf. Interval] 

_cel LI 0.000897 0.00062 1.45 0.148 -0.00319 0.002113 

FPI LD 0.27648 0.141234 1.96 0.05 -0.00033 0.553293 

RGDP LD -0.52665 0.399457 -1.32 0.187 -1.30957 0.256276 

M2G LD 0.069059 0.131482 0.53 0.599 -0.18864 0.326759 

EXCH LD 0.013489 0.18785 0.07 0.943 -0.35461 0.381668 

FIMP LD 0.010582 0.008444 1.25 0.21 -0.00597 0.027131 

FEXP LD -0.01118 0.014353 -0.78 0.436 -0.03931 0.016952 

Cons 0.041136 0.401124 0.1 0.918 -0.74505 0.827324 

Source: STATA 13 Output 

 

In the normalized co-integration equation from Table 4.6, it was found that, by 

holding per capita GDP, money supply, exchange rate, food import and food export, 

the FPI will be 4419.231 by using constant and trend equation. 

 

Furthermore, the Table 4.6 shows the coefficients of the long run equilibrium, it 

assesses five variables namely, per capita GDP, money supply, exchange rate, food 

import and food export. The signs of the coefficients of the long run relationship 

from the Table are reversed because of normalization process so as to allow correct 

interpretation. Literature reveals that the sign of the coefficient of variables should 

change when interpreting (Maggioraand  Skerman,2009).  
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Therefore the long run equation after changing the sign of coefficients can be written 

as follows: 

FPI=4419.231-667.8259RGDPt-1+39.33439M2Gt-1-287.3279EXCHt-1+9.298593FIMPt-1-

12.36248FEXP t-1…………………………………………………………………...Equation 8 

 

From the long run normalized equation growth rate in money supply and food import 

appear to have positive and significant effect on food price inflation in the long run 

as indicated with coefficient 39.3 and 9.3 with p-value of 0.014 and 0.013, 

respectively indicating a unit increase in growth rate of money supply and food 

import in long run will increase food price inflation by 39.3 and 9.3 percent, 

respectively other factors being constant.   

 

On the other hand Per capita GDP, Exchange rate and Food export have negative and 

significant effect on food price inflation in the long run as indicated with coefficient  

-667.8259, -287.3279 and -12.36248 with p-value of 0.0000, 0.0000 and 0.030, 

respectively. It shows that a unit increase in Per capita GDP, Exchange rate and Food 

export will decrease food price inflation by 666.8, 287.3 and 12.4 percent, 

respectively.  

 

Table 4.6: Long Run Effect-Johansen Normalization Restriction Imposed 

Beta Coef. Std. Err. z p>|Z| [95% conf. Interval] 

FPI 1      

RGDP 667.8259 130.476 5.12 0.0000 412.0977 923.5541 

M2G -39.3344 16.03245 -2.45 0.0140 -70.7574 -7.91137 

EXCH 287.3279 65.76566 4.37 0.0000 158.4296 416.2262 

FIMP -9.29859 3.753523 -2.48 0.0130 -16.6554 -1.94182 

FEXP 12.36248 5.6955 2.17 0.0300 1.199505 23.52545 

Cons -4419.23      

Source: STATA 13 Output 
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4.7 Diagnostic Test 

Under this test, different tests were tested to ensure that vector error correction 

models (VECM) are reliable. The first serial correlation was tested using Breusch-

Godfrey LM test, followed by normality of the residual using test for the normality 

distributed and stability condition for VECM estimates. 

 

4.7.1 Serial Correlation Test 

The Serial correlation test checks if the residuals are correlated or not. The purpose is 

to validate the efficiency of the model. Normality distributed disturbance test, at 

5percent level of significance and one (1) lags, was used in the test to make decision 

of the null hypothesis which says that “there is no serial correlation” against 

alternative hypothesis, which says that “there is serial correlation”. The results 

indicated existence of serial correlation as indicated in Table 4.7 

 

Table 4.7:  Breusch-Godfrey LM Test for Autocorrelation 

lags(p) chi2 df prob>chi2 

1 36.912 1 0.0000 

H0: no serial correlation  

Source: STATA 13 Output 

 

After founding out that there is a serial correlation which violates assumption of the 

time series data, further analysis was carried out in order to correct serial correction 

as indicated in Table 4.8. The Prais-Winsten regression was performed. The prais 

uses the generalized least-squares (GLS) technique to estimate the parameters in a 

linear regression model in which the errors are serially correlated (Judge, 1985).  

Specifically, the errors are assumed to follow a first-order autoregressive process. 

After performing Prais-Winsten regression the value of New Durbin-Watson (D-W) 

statistic value was 2.000139, which lies about 2-du( upper durbin critical value) 

implying that there is no autocorrelation .  
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Table 4.8:  Prais-Winsten Regression 

Cochrane-Orcutt AR(1) regression-iterated estimates 

Source SS df MS  Number of obs= 55 

model 10.21349 5 2.042698  F(5,49) 0.23 

Residual 435.3992 49 8.885698  Prob>F 0.9477 

Total 445.6127 54 8.252087  R-Squared 0.0229 

     Adj R-Squared -0.0768 

     Root MSE 2.9809 

FPI Coef Std.Err t P>|t| [ 95% conf. Interval] 

RGDP -0.0673 0.365914 -0.18 0.855 -0.80263 0.66803 

M2G 0.025829 0.134094 0.19 0.848 -0.24364 0.295302 

EXCH 0.047082 0.180297 0.26 0.795 -0.31524 0.409403 

FIMP -0.00824 0.00846 -0.97 0.335 -0.02524 0.00876 

FEXP -0.00034 0.014797 -0.02 0.982 -0.03008 0.029393 

Cons 9.584536 4.095958 2.34 0.023 1.3534 17.81567 

rho 0.870617      

Source: STATA 13 Output 

 

4.7.2 Normality Test 

The purpose of the test was to validate the VECM model of the study. Jarque-Bera 

test was used to check for normality to see if residuals were normally distributed and 

the results are presented in Table 4.9 The null hypothesis of the test which states that 

residuals are normally distributed was used against the alternative hypothesis which 

says that residuals are not normally distributed. 

 

Table 4.9:  Normality Test 

Equation Chi2 df Prob>Chi2 

D_FPI 5.858 2 0.05346 

D_RGDP 2.188 2 0.33484 

D_M2G 1.333 2 0.51362 

D_EXCH 1.722 2 0.4227 

D_FIMP 1.584 2 0.45291 

D_FEXP 0.667 2 0.71655 

ALL 13.351 12 0.34402 

Source: STATA 13 Output 
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The results from Table 4.9 revealed that the residuals of the model are normally 

distributed because the all p-values of these equations are greater  than 5percent 

critical value. 

 

4.7.3 Stability Test 

The stability of the model was investigated by VECM estimates using the Table of 

modulus so as to identify a unit of moduli which is greater than one. If the unit of 

modulus corresponding with eigenvalue is not more than one then the model is stable 

and when the unit of modulus is more than one then the model is not stable to 

estimate the effect Percapita GDP expressed as percentage change, Growth Rate of 

Money Supply, Exchange rate, Food Import-expressed as percentage of merchandise 

import and Food Export- expressed as percentage of merchandise export on food 

price inflation. The result were presented in Table 4.10 reveals the eigenvalue 

corresponding to modulus, then the value of modulus in the Table is not greater than 

one by imposing 5 unit moduli. 

 

Table 4.10: Eigenvalue Stability Condition 

Eigenvalue Modulus 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

-0.4364762+0.150190i 0.461594 

-0.4364762+0.150190i 0.461594 

0.09813361+4007425i 0.412583 

0.09813361+4007425i 0.412583 

0.3860251 0.386025 

-0.1518507+0.2476055i 0.29046 

-0.1518507+0.2476055i 0.29046 

The VECM specification imposes 5 unit moduli 

Source: STATA 13 Output 
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4.8 Granger Causality Test 

Granger causality test was carried out to confirm the existence of causal relationship 

between Percapita GDP expressed as percentage change, Growth Rate of Money 

Supply, Exchange rate, Food Import-expressed  as percentage of merchandise import 

and  Food Export- expressed  as  percentage of merchandise export and  food price 

inflation and to further confirm existence of the long run co-integration relationship 

between variables. The results of the test are shown on Table 4.11 which intended to 

test the following hypotheses: 

H01:  Lagged values of per capita GDP, growth rate of money supply, exchange 

rate, food import and food export do not cause food price inflation.  

 

H02:  Lagged values of food price inflation, growth rate of money supply, exchange 

rate, food import, food export do not cause per capita GDP.  

 

H03:  Lagged values of food price inflation, per capita GDP, exchange rate, food 

import, food export do not cause growth rate of money supply.  

 

H04:  Lagged values of food price inflation, growth rate of money supply, per 

capita GDP, food import and food export do not cause exchange rate. 

 

H05:  Lagged value of food price inflation, per capita GDP, growth rate of money 

supply, exchange rate and food export do not cause food import . 

 

H06:  Lagged value growth rate of money supply, food price inflation, per capita 

GDP, exchange rate and food import do not cause food export. 
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Table 4.11:  Granger Causality Wald Tests 

                                                                      

                 FEXP                ALL    9.5687    10    0.479     

                 FEXP               FIMP    1.0802     2    0.583     

                 FEXP               EXCH    .52416     2    0.769     

                 FEXP                M2G    6.7109     2    0.035     

                 FEXP               RGDP    2.0475     2    0.359     

                 FEXP                FPI    .82522     2    0.662     

                                                                      

                 FIMP                ALL    17.003    10    0.074     

                 FIMP               FEXP    1.4743     2    0.478     

                 FIMP               EXCH    .19064     2    0.909     

                 FIMP                M2G      .105     2    0.949     

                 FIMP               RGDP    2.3104     2    0.315     

                 FIMP                FPI    11.633     2    0.003     

                                                                      

                 EXCH                ALL    23.521    10    0.009     

                 EXCH               FEXP    1.7402     2    0.419     

                 EXCH               FIMP    .04445     2    0.978     

                 EXCH                M2G    12.151     2    0.002     

                 EXCH               RGDP    5.6704     2    0.059     

                 EXCH                FPI    7.9427     2    0.019     

                                                                      

                  M2G                ALL    9.6487    10    0.472     

                  M2G               FEXP    .76128     2    0.683     

                  M2G               FIMP    7.1225     2    0.028     

                  M2G               EXCH    2.8796     2    0.237     

                  M2G               RGDP    2.5587     2    0.278     

                  M2G                FPI    .23899     2    0.887     

                                                                      

                 RGDP                ALL    8.1181    10    0.617     

                 RGDP               FEXP    .79917     2    0.671     

                 RGDP               FIMP    1.8543     2    0.396     

                 RGDP               EXCH    1.4245     2    0.491     

                 RGDP                M2G    1.5897     2    0.452     

                 RGDP                FPI    1.1892     2    0.552     

                                                                      

                  FPI                ALL    8.7551    10    0.555     

                  FPI               FEXP    1.5162     2    0.469     

                  FPI               FIMP    1.3903     2    0.499     

                  FPI               EXCH    1.5485     2    0.461     

                  FPI                M2G    .48691     2    0.784     

                  FPI               RGDP     1.232     2    0.540     

                                                                      

             Equation           Excluded     chi2     df Prob > chi2  

                                                                      

   Granger causality Wald tests

. vargranger
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First Equation 

Results from Appendix 4 shows that all  lagged values of per capita GDP, growth 

rate of money supply, exchange rate, food import and  food export  do not cause  

food price inflation as all p-values are greater than  0.05.  

 

Second Equation 

In the second equation, p values for food price inflation ,growth rate of money 

supply, exchange rate , food import and food export   are greater than 0.05. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis that “Lagged values of food price inflation, growth 

rate of money supply, exchange rate, food import, food export do not cause per 

capita GDP” cannot be rejected as the corresponding p-values (0.552, 0.452, 0.491, 

0.396, 0.671  are greater than 0.05.  

 

Third Equation 

The results in the third  equation show that, p values for food price inflation, per 

capita GDP, exchange rate and food export  are greater than 0.05. Therefore, the null 

hypothesis that “Lagged values of food price inflation, per capital GDP,exchange 

rate, food export” cannot be rejected as the corresponding p-values (0.887, 0.278, 

0.237, 0.683) are greater than 0.05..  

 

Fourth Equation 

The results in the fourth  equation show that, p values for per capita GDP, food 

import and food export   are greater than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis that 

“Lagged values of per capita GDP, food import  and food export” cannot be rejected 

as the corresponding p-values (0.059, 0.978,0.419) are greater than 0.05. 

 

Fifth Equation 

The results in the fifth equation show that, p values for RGDP, M2G, EXCH and 

FEXP are greater than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis that “Lagged values of 

RGDP, M2G, EXCH and FEXP” cannot be rejected as the corresponding p-values 
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(0.315, 0.949, 0.909 and 0.478) are greater than 0.05. However lagged values of FPI  

cause FIMP.  

 

Sixth Equation 

In the sixth equation, p values for food price inflation ,per capita GDP,exchange rate 

and food import are greater than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis that “Lagged 

values of food price inflation, per capita GDP, exchange rate and food import do not 

cause food export” cannot be rejected as the corresponding p-values (0.662, 0.359, 

0.769, 0.583) are greater than 0.05.However lagged values of growth rate of money 

supply cause food export . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS  

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the findings of the study. The chapter begins by discussing the 

descriptive statistics of variables. Then explain the test for stationarity co-integration 

test and VECM short run and long run effects of food import, exchange rate and per 

capita GDP on food price inflation. 

 

5.2 Descriptive Statistics 

Table 4.1 presented the descriptive analysis results of the variables of the study. The 

descriptive analysis was carried out so as to know the nature and behavior of the time 

series data. The coefficient of variation food price inflation, per capital GDP and 

growth rate of money supply indicates that values are around the mean implying low 

variation with the data. On the other hand exchange rate, food import and food 

export showed relative higher variation meaning that some values are not spread 

around the mean values.  In most cases data approached normal distribution with less 

variation from their mean values.  

 

5.3 Unit Root Test for Stationarity 

Since all variables were stationary at the same order I (1), it was a good indication of 

existence of long-run relationship between variables. In that case  there was  no need 

to perform Auto Regressive Distributive Lag (ADRL)  or Autoregressive Integrated 

Moving Average(ARIMA) model because, to run these models, the variables are 

supposed to be stationary at different orders, that is I(0), I(1) and(2). In this context, 

the appropriate step followed was to test short run and long run relationships existing 

in the variable and the test used to perform this is co integration test. Therefore, the 

stationarity test was appropriate for the confirmation that a unit root does not exist in 

the time series data, which if existed can lead to a spurious regression and therefore 

invalid for policy recommendation. 
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5.4 Cointergration Test 

It is confirmed that at maximum rank of zero the trace statistic is greater than critical 

value indicating that there is no enough evidence to accept the null hypothesis of no 

co integration and we conclude by accepting the alternative hypothesis that there is 

co integration. At rank of four the trace statistics and maximum statistics are less 

than critical value, indicating that there are four or fewer cointegration equations 

existing among the variables. By accepting the null hypothesis of at least four co 

integrating equations and rejecting the alternative hypothesis. This means that there 

are no four or fewer co-integration equations existing among the variables. The 

presence of cointegration amongst variables suggests that the variables have a long 

run relationship. Hence, the VECM was appropriate for modeling the relationship 

between food import, exchange rate and per Capita GPD on food price inflation. 

Further, the VECM also reports the short run relationship amongst variables and how 

they adjust towards long run equilibrium. 

 

5.5 Vector Error Correction Model 

5.5.1 Short Run Effect 

The results from Table 4.5 evident that all variables have no short run effects on food 

price inflation. This implies that, a unit change in Percapita GDP growth rate of 

money supply, exchange rate, food import and food export do not affect food price 

inflation in the immediate period (short run). 

 

5.5.2 Long Run Effect 

From the long run normalized equation in Table 4.6  growth rate in money supply 

and food import appear to have positive and significant effect on food price inflation 

in the long run Meaning that that in a long run a unit increase in growth rate of 

money supply and food import will increase food price inflation other factors being 

constant. On the other hand Per capita GDP, Exchange rate and Food export have 

negative and significant effect on food price inflation in the long run meaning that 

that in a long run a unit increase in Per capita GDP, Exchange rate and Food export 

will decrease food price inflation. 
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This means that in a long run a unit increase in growth rate of money supply and 

food import will increase food price inflation other factors being constant.   

 

5.6 Granger Causality Test 

From granger causality test in table 4.11, the first equation shows that all  lagged 

values of per capita GDP, growth rate of money supply, exchange rate, food import 

and  food export do not cause food price inflation as all p-values are greater than  

critical value. This implies that  per capita GDP, growth rate of money supply, 

exchange rate, food import and food export does not granger-cause food price 

inflation and the direction of causality is from food price inflation to   per capita 

GDP, growth rate of money supply, exchange rate, food import and food export. The 

second equation p values for food price inflation, growth rate of money supply, 

exchange rate, food import and food export are greater than critical value. Therefore, 

the null hypothesis that “lagged values of food price inflation, growth rate of money 

supply, exchange rate, food import, food export do not cause per capita GDP” cannot 

be rejected as the corresponding p-values are greater than critical value. This implies 

that food price inflation, growth rate of money supply, exchange rate, food import, 

food export do not granger-cause per capita GDP and the direction of causality is 

from per capita GDP to  food price inflation, growth rate of money supply, exchange 

rate, food import, food export.  

 

In the third equation p values for food price inflation, per capita GDP, exchange rate 

and food expor are greater than critical value. Therefore, the null hypothesis that 

“lagged values of food price inflation, per capita GDP, exchange rate, food export” 

cannot be rejected as the corresponding p-values are greater than critical values. This 

implies that food price inflation, per capita GDP, exchange rate, food export do not 

granger-cause growth rate of money supply and the direction of causality is from 

growth rate of money supply to food price inflation, per capita GDP, exchange rate, 

food export. However lagged values of food import cause growth rate of money 

supply. 
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Since p value is less than critical value, accept the null hypothesis ‘lagged values of 

food import do not cause growth rate of money supply’. The direction of causality is 

from food import to growth rate of money supply.  

 

P values of fourth equation for per capita GDP, food import and food export  are 

greater than critical value. Therefore, the null hypothesis that “lagged values of per 

capita GDP, food import and food export” cannot be rejected as the corresponding p-

values are greater than critical value . This implies that per capita GDP, food import 

and food export do not granger-cause exchange rate and the direction of causality is 

from exchange rate to per capita GDP, food import and food export. However lagged 

values of  food price inflation and growth rate of money supply both cause exchange 

rate. Since corresponding  p values are less than 0.05, accept the null hypothesis 

‘lagged values of both  food price inflation and growth rate of money supply  do not 

cause exchange rate’.. The direction of causality is from food price inflation, growth 

rate of money supply to exchange rate.  

 

In the fifth equation, p values for per capita GDP, growth rate of money supply, 

exchange rate and food export are greater than critical value . Therefore, the null 

hypothesis that “lagged values of per capita GDP, growth rate of money supply, 

exchange rate and food export” cannot be rejected as the corresponding p-values are 

greater than critical value. This implies that per capita GDP, growth rate of money 

supply, exchange rate and food export do not granger-cause food import and the 

direction of causality is from food import to per capita GDP, growth rate of money 

supply, exchange rate and food export. However lagged values of food price inflation 

cause food import. Since corresponding p value is less than critical value, accept the 

null hypothesis ‘lagged value of food price inflation do not cause food import’ and 

the direction of causality is from food price inflation  to food import. 

 

The last equation, p values for food price inflation, per capita GDP,exchange rate and 

food import are greater than critical value. Therefore, the null hypothesis that 

“lagged values of food price inflation, per capita GDP, exchange rate and food 
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import do not cause food export” cannot be rejected as the corresponding p-values  

are greater than critical value. This implies that food price inflation, per capita 

GDP,exchange rate and food import do not granger-cause food export and the 

direction of causality is from food export to  food price inflation, per capita 

GDP,exchange rate and food import. However lagged values of growth rate of 

money supply cause food export. Since corresponding p value is less than critical 

value, the null hypothesis is accepted that ‘lagged value of growth rate of money 

supply do not cause food export’. The direction of causality is from growth rate of 

money supply to food export. 

 

Therefore, food import and growth rate of money supply, exchange rate and food 

price inflation, growth rate of money supply and exchange rate, food price inflation 

and food import, growth rate of money supply and food export have bidirectional 

granger causality   while  Per capita GDP and food price inflation ,per capita GDP  

and growth rate of money supply , per capita GDP and exchange rate, per capita 

GDP and food import, per capita GDP and food export , growth rate of money supply  

and food price inflation , growth rate of money supply and per capita GDP, growth 

rate of money supply and exchange rate , growth rate of money supply and food 

export , exchange rate and per capita GDP ,food import  and per capita GDP, food 

import and growth rate of money supply, food import and exchange rate , food 

import and food export ,food export  and  food price inflation , food export and per 

capita GDP have unidirectional granger causality. The findings are in accordance 

with existing theory, as food import, growth rate of money supply, exchange rate and 

food export are determinants of food price inflation. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATION 

 

6.1 Summary 

The objective of the study was to examine determinants of food price inflation in 

Tanzania. Specifically the effect of food import expressed as percentage of 

merchandise import, exchange rate and per capita GDP on food price inflation using 

quarterly secondary data for the 2006Q1-2019Q4 period.  The series was stationary 

that is mean and variance of studied variables were stable at first difference, I(1). 

Other diagnostic tests such serial correlation (error correlation), normality test and 

model stability tests were performed for the adequacy of the VECM model. The 

model revealed  that there is a degree of integration(relationship) existing among the 

studied variables. In addition to that, the model confirmed that there is no short run 

effect of food import, exchange rate and percapita GDP on food price inflation 

meaning that there is no immediate effect of food import, exchange rate and 

percapita GDP on food price inflation. The test also revealed that, in a long run food 

import has positive and significant effect on food price inflation meaning that there is 

delayed effects on food price inflation. However percapita GDP and Exchange rate 

showed negative and significant effect (delayed effect)  on food price inflation, other 

variables being held constant. 

 

6.2 Conclusion from Main Findings 

The conclusions from the main findings are presented basing on the study specific 

objectives of the study as follows: 

 

6.2.1 Effects of Food Import on Food Price Inflation 

The coefficient of Food Import-expressed as percentage of merchandise import was 

positive and statistically insignificant, implying that food import had no immediate 

effect on food price inflation in the short run period. On the other hand in the long 

run period the coefficient of food import appeared to have positive and significant 

effect on food price inflation at 5 percent level of significant. This means that 1 
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percent increase food import in the delayed time would lead to an increase in food 

price inflation in the country, other variables being constant. This finding was 

expected. Muktadir et,al.,(2015)  did a study in Bangladesh on  Inflation Led Import 

or Import Led Inflation: Evidence from Bangladesh found similar results by showing 

that, import cause inflation in long run.  The rising food prices are associated with 

dangers of imported inflation resulting  from imported raw material for the agro-

industry processing.(FAO, 2009).  The study conforms with Egwuma and Ojeleye 

(2017) using VECM model who found that the coefficient of food import in Nigeria 

was positive  and significant in long run.  Bashir et.,al.,(2011) who did study in 

Pakistan  assess determinants of inflation using VECM model also found that  import 

had long run effect on the inflation. 

 

6.2.2 Effects of Exchange Rate on Food Price Inflation 

The coefficient of Exchange rate was positive and statistically insignificant, implying 

that exchange rate has no immediate effect on food price inflation in the short run 

period. However, the coefficient of Exchange rate had negative and significant effect 

on food price inflation in the long run (delayed time). Meaning that in 1 unit increase 

in Exchange rate will decrease food price in the country. This finding was not 

expected. Although the explanation could be high exchange rate discourage 

exportation of food as the results aggregate supply of food will be high in the country 

resulting to lower food prices in the market (downward pressure on food 

inflation).This happens because when exchange rate is high, exportation become 

expensive because of the decrease in  value of shilling.   Liu and  Chen (2017) who 

did study in China to assess the imported price, inflation and exchange rate using 

VECM  found that increase in exchange rate gradually cause inflation to increase at 

decrease rate  in the long run period. This is interesting finding that seeks further 

investigation. 

 

6.2.3 Effect of per Capita GPD on Food Price Inflation 

The coefficient of Percapita GDP expressed as percentage change was negative and 

insignificant. 
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Meaning that Percapita GDP has no immediate effect on Food price Inflation in short 

run period. That is, 1 percent increase in Percapita GDP do not bring instant effect on 

food price inflation in short run period. However in the long run period the 

coefficient of Per capita GDP was negative and had significant effect on food price 

inflation. Meaning that in a long run a unit increase in Per capita GDP will decrease 

food price in the country. This finding was not expected. This could be because of 

the Johansen normalization restriction imposed that changed the sign of the 

coefficient from positive to negative values but also per capita GDP may not be good 

measure of growth of output in the country because of the income inequalities (Kent, 

2015). 

 

Mamo( 2012) who did study in 13 SSA countries from 1969 to 2009 found similar 

situation that Real GPD per capita has opposite trend with inflation because the 

coefficient of the per capita GDP was negative but statistical significant.  

Qayyum and  Sultana( 2018) used Method of Ordinary Least Square (OLS) and 

found that GDP had positive relationship to the Food prices because all variables 

were stationary at level, I (0).  

 

6.3 Policy Implication 

There is a need for a regular control Food Import, Exchange rate  and  Percapita GDP 

since all of them have shown significant effects to Food price Inflation in the long 

run period. Therefore, the government, through, Ministry of Finance and Bank of 

Tanzania which is mandated to control inflation should also review and  make 

policies that foster reduction of food price inflation in the country within the 

framework of monetary and  non-monetary measures because High food prices pose 

a series of inter-related policy challenges. These policies should have potential and 

significant influence on food production systems and long term agricultural 

investment. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix 1: Augmented Dickey Fuller test results 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.3630

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -1.835            -3.573            -2.926            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Dickey-Fuller test for unit root                   Number of obs   =        55

. dfuller FPI,lag(0)

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0000

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -6.044            -3.573            -2.926            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Dickey-Fuller test for unit root                   Number of obs   =        55

. dfuller RGDP,lag(0)

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.2462

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -2.096            -3.573            -2.926            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Dickey-Fuller test for unit root                   Number of obs   =        55

. dfuller M2G,lag(0)

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0001

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -4.754            -3.573            -2.926            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Dickey-Fuller test for unit root                   Number of obs   =        55

. dfuller EXCH,lag(0)
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MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0000

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -6.316            -3.573            -2.926            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Dickey-Fuller test for unit root                   Number of obs   =        55

. dfuller FIMP,lag(0)

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0000

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -5.906            -3.573            -2.926            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Dickey-Fuller test for unit root                   Number of obs   =        55

. dfuller FEXP,lag(0)

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0646

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -2.758            -3.574            -2.927            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root         Number of obs   =        54

. dfuller FPI,lag(1)

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0048

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -3.653            -3.576            -2.928            -2.599

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

 

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0000

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -5.018            -3.574            -2.927            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root         Number of obs   =        54

. dfuller RGDP,lag(1)
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MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.2249

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -2.150            -3.574            -2.927            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root         Number of obs   =        54

. dfuller M2G,lag(1)

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0066

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -3.559            -3.696            -2.978            -2.620

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0013

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -4.024            -3.574            -2.927            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root         Number of obs   =        54

. dfuller EXCH,lag(1)

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0000

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -4.936            -3.574            -2.927            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root         Number of obs   =        54

. dfuller FIMP,lag(1)

 

 

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0001

                                                                              

 Z(t)             -4.714            -3.574            -2.927            -2.598

                                                                              

               Statistic           Value             Value             Value

                  Test         1% Critical       5% Critical      10% Critical

                                          Interpolated Dickey-Fuller          

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root         Number of obs   =        54

. dfuller FEXP,lag(1)

. 

 
Source: STATA 13 Output 
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Appendix 2:  Short Run and Long Run Vector Error Correction Model Results 

                                                                

D_FEXP                8     27.4623   0.2803   17.91664   0.0219

D_FIMP                8       56.61   0.2048   11.84612   0.1582

D_EXCH                8     2.41343   0.3412   23.82642   0.0025

D_M2G                 8     3.31189   0.1593   8.716923   0.3667

D_RGDP                8     1.08847   0.3644   26.36811   0.0009

D_FPI                 8     2.89653   0.1831   10.31296   0.2437

                                                                

Equation           Parms      RMSE     R-sq      chi2     P>chi2

Det(Sigma_ml)  =  3.17e+08                         SBIC            =  40.51834

Log likelihood = -988.2872                         HQIC            =  39.31906

                                                   AIC             =  38.56619

Sample:  3 - 56                                    No. of obs      =        54

Vector error-correction model

 

                                                                              

       _cons     .0411355   .4011241     0.10   0.918    -.7450533    .8273242

              

         LD.    -.0111781   .0143525    -0.78   0.436    -.0393085    .0169524

        FEXP  

              

         LD.     .0105818   .0084435     1.25   0.210    -.0059672    .0271308

        FIMP  

              

         LD.     .0134885   .1878501     0.07   0.943    -.3546909    .3816679

        EXCH  

              

         LD.     .0690592   .1314821     0.53   0.599     -.188641    .3267594

         M2G  

              

         LD.    -.5266463   .3994573    -1.32   0.187    -1.309568    .2562757

        RGDP  

              

         LD.     .2764795    .141234     1.96   0.050     -.000334    .5532929

         FPI  

              

         L1.     .0008967   .0006204     1.45   0.148    -.0003192    .0021126

        _ce1  

D_FPI         

                                                                              

                    Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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       _cons    -.0477062   .1507365    -0.32   0.752    -.3431443     .247732

              

         LD.     .0000323   .0053935     0.01   0.995    -.0105387    .0106033

        FEXP  

              

         LD.    -.0039635    .003173    -1.25   0.212    -.0101824    .0022554

        FIMP  

              

         LD.     .0869467   .0705913     1.23   0.218    -.0514097    .2253031

        EXCH  

              

         LD.    -.0442465   .0494091    -0.90   0.371    -.1410864    .0525935

         M2G  

              

         LD.    -.0245537   .1501102    -0.16   0.870    -.3187643    .2696569

        RGDP  

              

         LD.     .0648219   .0530736     1.22   0.222    -.0392005    .1688443

         FPI  

              

         L1.    -.0009193   .0002331    -3.94   0.000    -.0013763   -.0004624

        _ce1  

D_RGDP        

                                                                              

 

                                                                              

       _cons    -.3201134    .458645    -0.70   0.485    -1.219041    .5788144

              

         LD.    -.0036777   .0164107    -0.22   0.823     -.035842    .0284867

        FEXP  

              

         LD.     .0109167   .0096543     1.13   0.258    -.0080054    .0298389

        FIMP  

              

         LD.    -.0353749   .2147877    -0.16   0.869     -.456351    .3856012

        EXCH  

              

         LD.     .0526321   .1503366     0.35   0.726    -.2420222    .3472864

         M2G  

              

         LD.     .8302769   .4567393     1.82   0.069    -.0649157    1.725469

        RGDP  

              

         LD.     .0388195   .1614868     0.24   0.810    -.2776889    .3553278

         FPI  

              

         L1.    -.0011964   .0007093    -1.69   0.092    -.0025866    .0001939

        _ce1  

D_M2G         
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       _cons    -.1914484   .3342219    -0.57   0.567    -.8465113    .4636146

              

         LD.     .0322836   .0119587     2.70   0.007      .008845    .0557223

        FEXP  

              

         LD.    -.0103616   .0070353    -1.47   0.141    -.0241504    .0034273

        FIMP  

              

         LD.    -.0196852   .1565192    -0.13   0.900    -.3264573    .2870868

        EXCH  

              

         LD.     .0487333   .1095527     0.44   0.656     -.165986    .2634525

         M2G  

              

         LD.     .2805642   .3328332     0.84   0.399    -.3717769    .9329052

        RGDP  

              

         LD.     .1546818    .117678     1.31   0.189    -.0759629    .3853265

         FPI  

              

         L1.    -.0016973   .0005169    -3.28   0.001    -.0027104   -.0006842

        _ce1  

D_EXCH        

                                                                              

 

       _cons    -.1086332   7.839592    -0.01   0.989    -15.47395    15.25669

              

         LD.     .3085344   .2805066     1.10   0.271    -.2412484    .8583172

        FEXP  

              

         LD.    -.4751236    .165021    -2.88   0.004    -.7985587   -.1516885

        FIMP  

              

         LD.      .907098   3.671353     0.25   0.805    -6.288622    8.102818

        EXCH  

              

         LD.    -2.472807   2.569694    -0.96   0.336    -7.509315    2.563702

         M2G  

              

         LD.     2.355322   7.807017     0.30   0.763    -12.94615    17.65679

        RGDP  

              

         LD.      2.05949   2.760285     0.75   0.456    -3.350569    7.469548

         FPI  

              

         L1.    -.0081112   .0121244    -0.67   0.503    -.0318747    .0156522

        _ce1  

D_FIMP        
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       _cons     .1909695   3.803094     0.05   0.960    -7.262957    7.644896

              

         LD.    -.3177531   .1360776    -2.34   0.020    -.5844602   -.0510459

        FEXP  

              

         LD.    -.0657356   .0800539    -0.82   0.412    -.2226384    .0911672

        FIMP  

              

         LD.     1.254851   1.781024     0.70   0.481    -2.235891    4.745593

        EXCH  

              

         LD.     2.240119   1.246594     1.80   0.072    -.2031602    4.683398

         M2G  

              

         LD.     .3822475   3.787291     0.10   0.920    -7.040706    7.805201

        RGDP  

              

         LD.    -.5458817   1.339052    -0.41   0.684    -3.170375    2.078612

         FPI  

              

         L1.    -.0087438   .0058817    -1.49   0.137    -.0202717    .0027842

        _ce1  

D_FEXP        

                                                                              

 

 

                                                                              

       _cons    -4419.231          .        .       .            .           .

        FEXP     12.36248     5.6955     2.17   0.030     1.199505    23.52545

        FIMP    -9.298593   3.753523    -2.48   0.013    -16.65536   -1.941823

        EXCH     287.3279   65.76566     4.37   0.000     158.4296    416.2262

         M2G    -39.33439   16.03245    -2.45   0.014    -70.75741   -7.911371

        RGDP     667.8259    130.476     5.12   0.000     412.0977    923.5541

         FPI            1          .        .       .            .           .

_ce1          

                                                                              

        beta        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

                 Johansen normalization restriction imposed

Identification:  beta is exactly identified

                                           

_ce1                  5   45.33908   0.0000

                                           

Equation           Parms    chi2     P>chi2

Cointegrating equations

 

Source: STATA 13 Output 
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Appendix 3: Dissertation Data 

Year Quarter Food 

Price 

Inflation 

in time t 

GDP(Per 

capita 

GDP in 

time t) 

Growth 

Rate of 

Money 

Supply 

(M2) in 

time t 

Exchange 

rate in 

time t 

Food 

Import(as 

percentage 

of 

merchandise 

export) in 

time t 

Food 

Export(as 

percentage 

of 

merchandise 

import) in 

time t 

2006 Q1 9.70 5.80 28.20 2.90 38.40 1.40 

 Q2 11.00 5.80 24.50 3.90 20.00 -12.10 

 Q3 4.40 5.90 20.10 4.60 -29.00 - 27.10 

 Q4 6.20 5.90 13.70 0.90 - 9.70 - 19.20 

2007 Q1 6.30 7.10 16.10 1.60 74.60 -  25.30 

 Q2 4.10 7.10 20.10 0.30 68.30 1.00 

 Q3 10.30 7.00 26.00 0.30 -13.10 21.70 

 Q4 7.50 7.30 28.80 8.20 170.50 21.70 

2008 Q1 10.90 7.10 33.60 0.65 - 37.40 - 2.10 

 Q2 11.30 7.30 30.80 2.70 - 44.10 - 4.00 

 Q3 11.90 9.10 30.50 3.20 73.00 38.80 

 Q4 16.50 5.90 28.40 7.60 24.80 27.10 

2009 Q1 18.40 5.60 18.40 4.90 - 12.20 17.90 

 Q2 17.50 5.20 19.50 1.02 16.00 - 9.50 

 Q3 17.70 7.40 19.90 0.70 - 37.70 -17.90 

 Q4 16.50 5.90 20.80 0.40 70.80 - 27.90 

2010 Q1 10.40 6.00 23.50 1.10 17.20 - 9.90 

 Q2 8.30 7.60 26.30 2.50 -14.10 28.00 

 Q3 5.50 7.10 20.80 6.00 11.70 14.60 

 Q4 6.50 6.80 21.80 2.90 6.60 6.80 

2011 Q1 8.30 7.00 18.70 1.00 41.10 49.50 

 Q2 10.80 7.00 19.40 2.50 - 26.60 19.60 

 Q3 19.00 7.10 19.60 5.10 7.00 11.20 

 Q4 25.50 7.00 15.00 2.00 21.40 - 6.10 

2012 Q1 26.80 6.40 14.80 3.50 16.40 10.50 

 Q2 24.70 6.20 12.70 0.27 - 7.40 31.70 

 Q3 18.40 6.20 13.00 0.34 - 16.80 5.70 

 Q4 13.80 6.40 16.00 0.10 - 7.90 3.80 

2013 Q1 11.70 6.90 16.50 0.60 37.30 - 3.40 

 Q2 8.60 6.70 14.80 0.13 - 2.90 7.20 

 Q3 7.00 6.70 14.00 1.64 -33.70 - 25.70 

 Q4 6.70 6.80 10.90 3.23 28.60 46.70 

2014 Q1 6.50 7.00 12.60 1.31 - 0.06 -  3.70 

 Q2 8.10 6.90 17.00 0.90 14.60 - 39.10 

 Q3 8.50 7.60 16.80 4.10 - 14.60 2.30 
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Year Quarter Food 

Price 

Inflation 

in time t 

GDP(Per 

capita 

GDP in 

time t) 

Growth 

Rate of 

Money 

Supply 

(M2) in 

time t 

Exchange 

rate in 

time t 

Food 

Import(as 

percentage 

of 

merchandise 

export) in 

time t 

Food 

Export(as 

percentage 

of 

merchandise 

import) in 

time t 

 Q4 6.60 6.90 17.10 4.30 - 2.60 16.00 

2015 Q1 5.20 2.90 11.20 3.66 98.40 23 

 Q2 8.60 6.70 8.00 10.52 144.10 30 

 Q3 10.10 7.60 8.30 8.90 97.40 -24 

 Q4 10.90 7.10 13.40 -        0.07 0.49 -19 

2016 Q1 9.50 9.70 13.20 1.45 0.01 -4 

 Q2 7.40 8.20 12.90 -        0.04 0.00 -33 

 Q3 6.90 6.60 7.20 -        0.16 1.30 -33 

 Q4 6.40 6.20 5.30 0.00 6.60 -18 

2017 Q1 11.30 4.90 6.00 2.23 1.40 22 

 Q2 11.00 6.70 9.40 0.32 3.90 5 

 Q3 8.90 5.00 6.80 0.29 6.20 4 

 Q4 7.50 6.80 10.40 -        0.33 6.10 -8 

2018 Q1 5.50 7.50 10.80 0.86 7.20 45 

 Q2 3.20 6.10 7.10 0.77 98.80 47 

 Q3 2.40 7.10 7.20 0.46 48.70 -7 

 Q4 0.90 7.10 3.80 0.18 46.9 49 

2019 Q1 0.50 6.60 4.40 0.36 39.30 -14 

 Q2 1.80 7.20 10.80 0.00 58.30 22 

 Q3 3.50 6.80 9.80 -        0.01 55.00 40 

 Q4 5.80 7.00 11.80 -        0.04 83.3 -21 

Source: BOT and NBS 

 

 

 

 

 


